Urban warming is sensitive to the nature (thermal properties, including albedo, water content, heat capacity and thermal conductivity) and the placement (surface geometry or urban topography) of urban surface. In the literature the spatial dependence and heterogeneity of urban thermal landscape is widely observed based on thermal infrared remote sensing within the urban environment. Urban surface warming is conceived as a big contribution to urban warming, the study of urban surface warming possesses significant meaning for probing into the problem of urban warming.The urban thermal landscape study takes advantage of the continuous surface derived from thermal infrared remote sensing at the landscape scale, the detailed variation of local surface temperature can be measured and analyzed through the systematic investigation. At the same time urban environmental factors can be quantified with remote sensing and GIS techniques. This enables a systematic investigation of urban thermal landscape with a link to be established between local environmental setting and surface temperature variation. The goal of this research is utilizing Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) to analyze the spatial relationship between urban form and surface temperature variation in order to clarify the local effects on surface warming, moreover to reveal the possible dynamics in the local influences of environmental indicators on the variation of local surface temperature across space and time. In this research, GWR analysis proved that the spatial variation in relationships between environmental setting and surface temperature was significant with Monte Carlo significance test and distinctive in day-night change. Comparatively, GWR facilitated the site specific investigation based on local statistical technique. The inference based on GWR model provided enriched information regarding the spatial variation of local environment effect on surface temperature variation which global model cannot approach.
INTRODUCTION
During the process of worldwide urbanization along with high rise and high density housing development in large cities, urban warming has received growing concern among the environmental issues corresponding with urban landscape change. Due to the complicate interplay between urban environment and local climate, it is far from being certain about the urban effects on local warming, few attention has been paid to the variations of local effects on urban thermal performance at a scale over whole city area during urban development, even endeavors is quite scarce to characterize and analyze the spatial heterogeneity and dependency of urban thermal landscape aiming at delimitation of local effects on surface warming at city scale combining the measurement of urban surface and geometry via a viewpoint of local variation in space and time.
The urban thermal landscape study takes advantage of the continuous surface derived from thermal infrared remote sensing at the landscape scale, the detailed variation of local surface temperature can be measured and analyzed through the systematic investigation. At the same time urban environmental factors can be quantified with remote sensing and GIS techniques. This enables a systematic investigation of urban thermal landscape with a link to be established between local environmental setting and surface temperature variation. Then the mechanism which made the heterogeneity and complexity of urban surface thermal landscape can be studied in depth based on local statistical technique. Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) is part of a growing trend in GIS towards local spatial analysis which intends to understand the spatial data in more detail through local statistics evaluation. In the literature a number of recent publications have demonstrated the analytical utility of GWR for various urban studies (Huang and Leung, 2002) , while it has been scarcely utilized in urban climatic studies especially urban thermal landscape analysis. The interpretation of the local mechanism that affects and determines urban surface thermal abnormalities with the use of GWR presents significant potential for the in-depth investigation of local effects on urban surface temperature variation. The resulting outcome of GWR may help to examine the existence of potential correlation pattern in spatial inconstancy within whole study area in which way the selected environmental variables can have affected local surface temperature at different relational levels. With this endeavor it hopes to devote to a better understanding of urban effect on local surface thermal environment by taking GWR into the analysis process.
Due to the complexity of urban thermal environment induced by the intensive variation in spatial and temporal dimension, a systematic investigation of the relationship between urban form and urban thermal landscape in a subtropical city, Hong Kong based on statistical regression analysis can assist in a holistic understanding of local surface warming. The goal of this research is utilizing Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) to analyze the relationship between urban form and surface temperature variation in order to clarify the local effects on surface warming, moreover to reveal the possible dynamics in the local influences of environmental indicators on the variation of local surface temperature across space and time.
METHODOLOGY
GWR takes the advantage of the flexibility of local statistical technique to analyze spatially varying relationships. Among the attempts of taking geographical location into its analysis of relationships between variables, Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) is quite useful which allows complex spatial variations in parameters to be identified, mapped and modeled (Huang, 2000; Brunsdon et al., 1998) . GWR provides the utility to scrutinize the potential discrepancy of local relationship patterns within each parameter through spatially located parameter coefficient estimation of each parameter across the whole study area, which was impossible using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) approach. The inference based on the varying relationships provides more in-depth examination of local effects. In this research context, the localized exploratory data analysis of GWR enables the local patterns of surface warming to be revealed and investigated in-depth. The application of GWR in the studies of local effects on urban surface thermal anomalies provides a potential avenue for a comprehensive understanding of local surface warming process.
In the literature, urban thermal environment, in particular UHIs is the integrated output of urban geography, regional climate and ecology. From the urban landscape point of view, "each component surface in urban landscapes (e.g., lawn, parking lot, road, building, cemetery, and garden) exhibits a unique radiative, thermal, moisture, and aerodynamic properties, and relates to their surrounding site environment" (Oke,1982) . The surface composition and configuration of urban fabrics which is fragmented and intensively variable in the spatial distribution made the heterogeneity and complexity of urban surface thermal landscape in spatialtemporal dimension. From this perspective landscape composition and configuration are hypothesized to influence urban surface thermal landscape represented by urban surface temperature distribution.
The framework of the study is illustrated in Figure 1 .Besides urban surface temperature map derived from remote sensing data, a host of biophysical indicators listed below can be generated from satellite images as well. In conjunction with geographic information systems (GIS) geospatial analysis, other measures of urban form, such as location and elevation, site openness to the sky, etc., which is listed in the box below, can be calculated to quantify site specific physical and spatial characteristics. All these measures would be employed in statistical models to analyze the interaction between urban form and urban surface temperature variation together with climate ancillary observation.
Figure 1． Conceptual design of thermal landscape correlation analysis
The study of local effect of urban environment on surface thermal landscape process is undertaken by statistical regression analysis. The first step for the statistical analysis is the determination of variables. In this analysis urban surface temperature would be the dependent variable which can be derived from surface temperature image of ASTER. Table 1 cites all variables employed in the regression models. Under the research assumptions aforementioned, the important factors that have correlation with the urban surface temperature are listed. 
CASE STUDY
The study area mainly covers the overlapped area of all of the remote sensing images collected for this research in Hong Kong illustrated in Figure 2 , with all the weather stations located within the study area where the meteorological data is recorded. The related meteorological data of these stations was purchased from Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) for this study to provide simultaneous field measurements. Within the study area, the elevation ranges from 0 rising to 957 meter of Tai Mo Shan in the New Territories, where the intensive elevation variation occurs along with the mountainous region extension. In this research ASTER L1B data and Land Surface Temperature (LST) product AST_08 data were both acquired for this research. ASTER L1B data is used to derive some of the ecological parameters. The surface temperature of AST_08 can be regarded as valid for cloud-free pixels, the reported accuracy of surface temperature estimation achieved proved to be within 1.5K.To facilitate further analysis, the surface temperature of AST_08 data in units of degrees Kelvin has been converted to degrees Celsius (°C). The primary descriptive statistics of surface temperature during these observation periods are given in the Table 2 to provide some background information about the surface temperature distribution within the observation periods. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Geographical Weighted Regression (GWR) analysis is chosen to measure the possible spatial varying relationship between the referred local environmental factors and surface temperature with the use of a software package GWR 3.0 (Fotheringham et al., 2002) . In this calculation, the significance of potential spatial variation in relationship is measured and verified with a Monte Carlo statistical test. Pvalue for each variable is given and compared to offer a formal evaluation about the significance of spatial variation within each influential factor coefficient.
Because the adaptive kernel is more capable to reflect the scale of local variation resulting from the equal amount of sample data at each regression point as compared to the fixed kernel (Su et al., 2005) , the adaptive kernel with AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) minimization bandwidth selection is adopted for GWR analysis in this study. On the other hand it would provide one valued reference indicating the grain size of local varying patterns existed and the further inference of local fragmentation in the relationship pattern within whole study area can be made.
The Monte Carlo significance test of spatial variation corresponding to each variable is summarized in Table 3 , with the grey color rows showing the nighttime models, others corresponding with the daytime models. The goodness-of-fit of GWR models within each image time period can be evaluated with the adjusted R-square in this table. In general, the R-square has greatly improved to over 70%. The highest value of adjusted R-square (0.772) appears in daytime model of 11-21-2004 . On the other hand, the Rsquare value of daytime models is consistently higher than the values of nighttime models, which implies that the daytime surface temperature can be better modeled with current environmental variables than nighttime surface temperature.
In summary the F values of GWR models at each time show that the relationships between urban environmental factors and local surface temperature are significant. When comparing the calculated bandwidth of each GWR model between daytime and nighttime, it can be found that the bandwidths of nighttime models is larger than the ones of daytime models, this also confirmed the relative stable surface heating pattern during nighttime than during daytime. It is noted that the bandwidth of GWR model during 10/01/2005 is the biggest (184) among the daytime and nighttime models. This may be due to the strong "smoothing" effect of even 'noise' introduced by the stripped LST image and the highest relative humidity (89.1%) at this image time.The standard residual distribution of the models confirmed that spatial association has been successfully removed with GWR model, During daytime the Intercept and Building square footage demonstrate spatial association correlation with local surface temperature. While during nighttime these spatial variations of parameter coefficients tend to be less obvious. Except these factors referred above, no significant spatial association was found and detected for Constant in night models, Solar Radiation and Road Density parameters within most of the models of this study during the GWR analysis. The spatial variations of the refereed parameters proved the mixed correlation between such evaluation variables and local surface temperature across the whole study area, which is not uniformly stationary within the whole study area and may change from negative correlation to positive correlation under local circumstance.
*** = significant at .1% level ** = significant at 1% level * = significant at 5% level Then all the component contribution to surface temperature variation corresponding to each factor have been calculated in order to measure the influence of each environmental factor on local surface temperature change within each image time, with positive CC value indicating the possible warming effect by increasing local surface temperature with corresponding statistical CC value ° C, and negative CC value indicating the possible cooling effect by decreasing local surface temperature with CC value ° C. In order to demonstrate the local variation pattern, the illustration would emphasize on parameters whose coefficients distribution show significant spatial variation along with the seasonal and day-night change. The local comparisons of the relative magnitudes of CC among environmental variables are carried out to investigate the relative contributions of the independent variables to local surface temperature variation. The local dominant factors which contribute most to location specific surface temperature variation represented with the factor possessing the site specific biggest CC can be mapped and compared to differentiate the relative contribution of environmental factors. It was found that the local dominant factors to surface temperature variation are varying in space and time.This uncovered the local disparities of surface heating mechanism, which also indicates the dynamics of local effect of environmental factors on local surface heating in space and time, at one specific location, the order in relative magnitudes of environmental indicators contributing to local surface temperature variation is varied with geographical location and time. Especially in urban area it is difficult to generate a local pattern regarding the relative importance of environmental factor on site specific surface temperature due to the highly variation of the local dominant factors, which may in part due to the relative low resolution in sampling and measurement of some factors like population density and road density comparing with the intensive variation of urban landscape.
The varying relationships between urban surface temperature and local environmental setting in space and time represented with the referred environmental factors made the emerged pattern of local dominant factors in terms of component contribution (CC) challenging to be interpreted and explained which may be due to limitations in the definition and measure of environmental indicators (Holt and Lo, 2008) . It also made the clear delineation in the relative importance of environmental indicators on surface temperature variation, in particular surface warming difficult due to the complexity induced by the local varying effect in space and time.
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, GWR analysis proved that the spatial variation in relationships between environmental setting and surface temperature was significant with Monte Carlo significance test and distinctive in day-night change. the site specific relation patterns related to each environmental parameter are mapped and compared in order to analyze the local impact of each factor on surface temperature variation .Through analysis, we found that the local dominant factor accounted for most to the site specific surface temperature variation was highly varied in space and time which prevented a general delineation of the relative association among environment factors to surface temperature disparities. This implied that the effective adaptive measures should be devised locally with reference to day-night needs in the identification of this feature. Comparatively, GWR facilitated the site specific investigation based on local statistical technique. The inference based on GWR model provided enriched information regarding the spatial variation of local environment effect on surface temperature variation which global model cannot approach.
